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ABSTRACT 

Various forms of the sampling theorem assure that any signal x(t) which 
satisfies a certain bandwidth limitation can be uniquely reconstructed 
from its values at equally spaced sample points. Inherent in all these 
results is that the reconstruction is invariant under timeshifts. Our 
present result is that if such a time shift invariance is required, a 
certain bandwidth limitation is not only a sufficient but also a 

necessary condition for reconstruction of a signal from its sample
values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The sampling theorem exists in a number of different forms (the recent 
survey by Jerri [l] includes 248 references). Typically in such a 
theorem a bandwidth limitation condition is formulated , and then it is 
proved that a certain class of signals x(t) satisfying this bandwidth 
constraint can be uniquely represented by its samplevalues 
{x(vT); v = O, ±1, ±2,.;.} . Hence, sampling theorems are usually 
cancerned with sufficient conditions for such representations, while 
the opposite question regarding necessary conditions is usually 
neglected. 

In the present paper we take the opposite view of finding necessary 
conditions. We first state a general form of bandwidth limitation and 
show that any signal satisfying this constraint can be represented as a 
linear combination of its samplevalues. That result is essentially 
equivalent with an earlier result of ours [2]. However , our main result 
this time is that in a sense our bandwidth limitation condition is not 
only sufficient, but also necessary. We call this result a converse 
sampling theorem. 
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II . A SAMPLING THEOREM 

Let R = {reals }; Z = {integers }. We start with the fol l owing f orm of 
the sampling theorem . 

Theorem l: l et n: R ~ Z be an arbi trary measurable functi on 
satisfying the condition 

n(AT+k) = n(AT) + k; A E R; k E Z 

and suppose that the Fourier transform 

X( A) ~ f x(t) e-2nj At dt 

of the signal x(t) has support in the set A~ {A: n( AT) =O}. 

Then x(t) has the representation 

x(t)= L x ( v T) • T • i A (t- v T) 
v=-oo 

where 

Proof: according to the Poisson summation farmula (Lighthill (2] 
p. 69-70) we have the following general identity 

00 00 

l 1. 
T L X(A - T) = L 

1.=-oo v=-oo 
x(vT) e-2nj ATv . 

(l) 
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As in our case X(A. ) has support in A this farmula specializes to 

T • L 
v=-oo 

X( A. ) = 
o A. r/. A 

which inserted in the F9urier inversion farmula gives us 

2 •A.t 
x ( t) = f X ( A. ) e 1tJ dA. = 

00 

x( vT) • T • JA e2nj(t-vT) A. dA. . = L 
v=-oo 

This is the desired result. 

Remark: the above result is essentially the same as the one we derived 
for stationary processes in [2]. 

This theorem gives us a rather general form of a bandwidth limitation 
constraint. The only essential requirement we impose on the function 

n: R -+Z is (1). If n( A.T) =O for I"-TI <i we obtain the conventional 

"low pass" version of the sampling theorem, as in that case we have 

1/2T 

= f 
-1/2T 

2nj A.t d e A. = 1/T • sin( nt/T) 
n t/T 
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III. A CONVERSE 

We now proceed to show that in a sense the above theorem is the most 
general one possible . It is clear that if x(t) satisfies a bandwidth 

limitation constraint of the above kind then any time shifted version 
x(t+•) satisfies the same constraint. This has the important practical 
implication that the same reconstruction of x(t) is possible also from 
a set of time-shifted samples {x(vT+•); v= O, ±1, ±2, .. . }. In most 
practical applications this property is clearly highly desirable. Our 
converse result is that if shift invariance is required then the 
bandwidth limitation constraint is not only sufficient, but also 
necessary. More precisely we have the following result 

Theorem 2: suppose 

x(t+•) = I x(vT+•) f(t-vT) 
v=-m 

holds for some fixed function f(t) and for any t, • E R. Then there 
exists a function n: R~ Z with n(~T+k) = n(~T)+k; ~E R, k E Z such 
that 

X(~) ~ f x(t) e-2nj ~t dt 

has support in A~ {~:n(~T) = 0}. Furthermore the function f(t) can be 
taken to be 

Proof: let x (t) ~ x(t+•) and let 
" 
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Notice that x (t) has the following equivalent forms: 
't 

Q) 

x (t) = I x( vT+ ·t) f( t-v T) 
't v=-<D 

( 2) 

<D 
x (t) = L x( v T) f(t+,;-vT) 

't v=-oo 
( 3) 

By taking the Fourier transform of both si des of (2) and utilizing 
Poisson's farmula we obtain 

Q) 

X't(A) =f e2njA-c F(A) L X(A - ~/T) e-2 nj-c~/T . 
~=-oo 

Specifically, for ,; = O this is 

X(A) =_l F( A) 
T 

Q) 

X ( A - ~/T) 

From (3) we obtain in exactly the same way 

X ( A) 
't 

Q) 

=i e2nj A-c F( A) L X(A - ~/T) 
~=-co 

Combining (4) and (6) and deleting common factors we obtain the 
identity 

F( A) X (A - ~/T) L X( A - ~/T) • 
~=-oo 

( 4) 

(s) 

( 6) 

(7) 

We have to come up with a function n: R ~Z with the properties stated 
in the theorem. 



Le t 

A ~ {A : I x ( A- J) T) = o} . 
~ 
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For "- E Alet n(f,.T) .= ["-T]= largest integer lessthan or equal to f,.T. 

For "- t A let n(f,.T) be such that X("- - n( f,.T)/T)f O. This number is 
unique, which can be se~n in the following way . First from (5) we 
conclude that F("-- n(AT)/T) f O. Hence (7) implies that 

is independent of •· By the uniqueness of Fourier series coefficients 
(L ighthill [2] p. 58) this means that X("- - n(f,.T)/T - ~/T) is zero 
for 1 f O or, which of course is the same, that X("- - 1/T) is zero 
for 1 f n( f,.T). 

By construction X( f,. ) has support in A ~ {"- :n( f,.T)=O }. It remains to show 
that the relation n( f,.T+k) = n( f,.T) + k is satisfied. For "- E A this is 

obvious. For "- t A, notice that the condition for 
X( "- + k/T -~/T) to be non-zero can be stated in either of the following 
two equivalent ways: 

i) ~- k= n(f,.T) 

ii) 1 = n( f,.T+k) . 

Finally, from (5) we conclude that F( "- ) is arbitrary for "- t A while 
for "- E A we have 

- X(f,. ) 
F( f,. ) - 1/T·X("- - n( f,.) /T) 

= [T; 
O; 

n( f,. T) = O 

n( f,.T) 1 O . 
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It follows that we may take 

l 
T f.. f A 

F( r.. ) = O 

f.. t A 

which proves the theorem. 
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